MindShiftersRadio
with

The Forgiveness Doctor
Live Radio Talk Show call in number: (563) 999-3581
NEW: BEGINNING MARCH 4, 2019 2-HOUR SHOW
Every Monday thru Friday: 12:00 - 2:00PM EST
Dr. Timothy Hayes hosting the first hour
dr. michael ryce hosting the second hour

dr. michael and jeanie ryce
Learn the ancient Aramaic tool of Forgiveness!
dr. michael and jeanie ryce are the founder and director of HeartLand, a self-healing
center in the Ozark mountains. michael is a world renowned lecturer and teacher on
health and healing, with doctorates in Naturopathic Medicine and in Holistic Philosophy.
The focus of his studies has combined bodymind principles, physics and ancient Aramaic
studies into a unique body of pioneering work in the fields of self-healing, healing
through relationships, anger and grief resolution, world peace and the inner
process of Forgiveness.
Our new intro music is Evolve, written and performed by Mary Redente in Berkeley,
CA. The full CD has been released and we carry it on our tape table. Please visit her
site at maryredente.com.

Three ways to listen Live!
Listen online free at www.blogtalkradio.com/mindshiftersradio
Click this link to MindShifters Radio then scroll down and click on Mind Shifters Radio with host Forgiveness Dr. Michael
Ryce under "Upcoming Broadcasts". Listen and Enjoy.
If you have a Blog Talk account (which is free as a listener) scroll down further, the chat room opens automatically once the
host signs on. Join the "Live Chat" and ask your questions online.

Or
Call in to (563) 999-3581 to listen or join the conversation!
You will be given the option to either just listen or press "1" to be placed in cue to talk directly to michael.

If you have "Google Hangouts Dialer - Call Phones" installed on your phone
(must have a Google account, i.e. gmail.com, which is easy to do)
then just dial the above call-in number. Note if done while on WiFi it is free.

Or
Listen to hundreds of archived shows!
Simply click on a month from the menu on the left to view the list of available shows for that month.
If you are looking for a specific show, try searching on a keyword from the search box above.

(Download a PDF of this page)

Radio Show Testimonials:
October 30, 2018 Live Show (mp3 format)
August 2018 Live Show (mp3 format)
Dr Tim Hayes YouTube Promo for MindShifter's Radio Show and this work (mp4
Format)

